
AC Chat - CCT Review wrap-Up and Debriefing – 5 November 2016 
 
Presentation Laptop: Hello, my name is Pamela Smith and I will be monitoring this chat room.  
In this role, I am the voice for the remote participants, ensuring that they are heard equally 
with those who are "in-room" participants.  When submitting a question that you want me to 
read out loud on the microphone in this session, please provide our name and affiliation if you 
are representing one, start your sentence with <QUESTION> and end it with <QUESTION>.  
When submitting a comment that you want me to read out loud on the microphone, once again 
provide your name and afilliation if oyu have one and then start your sentence with a 
<COMMENT> and end it with <COMMENT>.  Text outside these quotes will be considered as 
part of "chat" and will not be read out loud on the mic.  Any questions or comments provded 
outside of the session time will not be read aloud. 
Presentation Laptop: All chat sessions are being archived and follow the ICANN Expected 
Standards of Behavior. 
 
Pamela Smith: https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-
3A__www.icann.org_en_news_in-2Dfocus_accountability_expected-
2Dstandards&d=DQIFaQ&c=FmY1u3PJp6wrcrwll3mSVzgfkbPSS6sJms7xcl4I5cM&r=xeN1OHG3G
0eZcGi0xsS5bbhCduioE11i4EKh7Jw9mxM&m=pn9xwjasPucnOpNwOeKfFr-
tansgpTCzEWu3LWRWoLs&s=Z1ag-3nYzmm7_cRsbLKL3sPzqiDTpU-vlreEBG5GZvI&e=  
 
Presentation Laptop: Please note that, at the request of Goran Marby and Theresa Swinehart, 
this will be a brainstorming session as opposed to a formal wrap-up of the CCT Review as 
originally planned. 
 
Calvin Browne: is the CCT Review rescheduled or is it replaced? 
 
 Presentation Laptop: Calvin, it is replaced with a brainstorming session at Goran Marby's and 
Theresa Swinehart's request.   
 
Calvin Browne: ok  
 
Presentation Laptop: We've been working on logistics so I apologize for not letting you know. 
 
Calvin Browne: no problem 
  
Presentation Laptop: The team is currently in brainstorming mode.  There will be no audio until 
they discuss results at 12:00 IST. 
  
Presentation Laptop: Audio is now open for this session. 
  
Calvin Browne: <comment>ICANN then becomes a registry</comment> 
  
Calvin Browne: <comment>an extra day sounds useful</comment> 


